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Yale University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Love: A History, Simon May,
Love - unconditional, selfless, unchanging, sincere, and totally accepting - is worshipped today as
the West's only universal religion. To challenge it is one of our few remaining taboos. In this
pathbreaking and superbly written book, philosopher Simon May does just that, dissecting our
resilient ruling ideas of love and showing how they are the product of a long and powerful cultural
heritage. Tracing over 2,500 years of human thought and history, May shows how our ideal of love
developed from its Hebraic and Greek origins alongside Christianity until, during the last two
centuries, "God is love" became "love is God" - so hubristic, so escapist, so untruthful to the real
nature of love, that it has booby-trapped relationships everywhere with deluded expectations.
Brilliantly, May explores the very different philosophers and writers, both skeptics and believers,
who dared to think differently: from Aristotle's perfect friendship and Ovid's celebration of sex and
"the chase", to Rousseau's personal authenticity, Nietzsche's affirmation, Freud's concepts of loss
and mourning, and boredom in Proust. Against our belief that love is an all-powerful solution to
finding meaning, security, and happiness in life,...
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Reviews
An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Hector Cole Jr .
This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full looking
over this ebook.
-- Jua nita Reynolds
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